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Abstract— Multispectral imaging allows for analysis of images
in multiple spectral bands. Over the past three decades, airborne
and satellite multispectral imaging have been the focus of extensive
research in remote sensing. In the recent years, ground based
multispectral imaging has gained an immense amount of interest
in the fields ranging from computer vision and medical imaging to
art, archaeology and computational forensics. The rich
information content in multispectral images allows forensic
experts to examine the chemical composition of forensic traces.
Due to its rapid, non-contact and non-destructive characteristics,
multispectral imaging is an effective tool for visualization, age
estimation, detection and identification of forensic traces in
document images. Ink mismatch is a key indicator of forgery in a
document. Inks of different materials exhibit different spectral
signature even if they have the same color. Multispectral analysis
of questioned documents images allows identification and
discrimination of visually similar inks. In this paper, an efficient
automatic ink mismatch detection technique is proposed which
uses Fuzzy C-Means Clustering to divide the spectral responses of
ink pixels in handwritten notes into different clusters which relate
to the unique inks used in the document. Sauvola’s local
thresholding technique is employed to efficiently segment
foreground text from the document image. Furthermore, feature
selection is used to optimize the performance of the proposed
method. The presented method provides better ink discrimination
results than state-of-the-art methods when tested on publicly
available UWA Writing Inks Dataset.

surgery, defense and homeland security and
examination of artworks and documents.

Multispectral imaging offers added potential to forensic
experts for analysis of forensic traces. Due to the increasing
portability and speed of multispectral imaging systems, it can be
used for quick investigation at crime scenes for viewing and
interpreting forensic traces in the actual context. In the recent
literature, studies are reported on analysis of several forensic
traces such as finger prints, inks, firearm propellants, drugs,
dentin, bruises, blood stains, hair, condoms, tapes, paints and
fibers [3]. Multispectral imaging has emerged as an effective
non-destructive tool for improving readability [2], ink aging and
forensic examination [3] of documents. Ink analysis is an
important tool in forensic examination of document images. It
provides significant information which helps in determination of
ink age, backdating, fraud and forgery. Ink mismatch is a key
indicator of forgery in questioned documents. A document
containing text written with more than one inks can be a forged
document. Forensic specialists explore the ink type in an
addressed report, if the note consists of more than one kind of
inks; it depicts that some manipulations have been made in that
document. Ink discrimination techniques can broadly be divided
into two categories: destructive and non-destructive techniques.
Thin layer chromatography is a destructive ink examination
technique [4] which has been utilized to separate mixed inks
using capillary action. Thin layer chromatography is an effective
method for ink mismatch detection but it is a qualitative test and
requires certain measures to quantify the results. Moreover, it is
very time consuming, sensitive to temperature and destructive.

Keywords— Multispectral Imaging; Forgery Detection; Ink
Mismatch Detection; FCM Clustering; Feature Selection.

I. INTRODUCTION

Non-destructive ink analysis techniques are more promising
as compared to the destructive techniques. The modern nondestructive ink examination methods use multispectral image
analysis which has proved its effectiveness in many areas such
as object detection and image enhancement [5]. Multispectral
image analysis has also been used for identification of forensic
traces [6]. Easton et al. [7] introduced multispectral imaging in
document image analysis for the first time. Christens-Barry et
al. [8] developed EurekaVision, a multispectral imager for
acquisition of multispectral document images. Such systems are
very useful for forensic specialists in ink analysis. However, ink
analysis using band-by-band examination of multispectral
images through visual assessment is very difficult and time
consuming due to the fact that the documents need to be
manually observed by the examiner under each wavelength of
light. The examiner needs to make decisions based on the
qualitative study of the multi-spectral image. The spectral

Each material exhibits a property to transmit, reflect and
absorb light in a specific manner, giving that material its unique
spectral response. Human eye can easily discriminate different
colors [1] but cannot distinguish among colors that are close
together in the visual spectrum. The spectral information of
visually similar colors is very useful in their discrimination
because objects with similar colors but different composition of
materials exhibit different reflectance properties which cannot
be recognized with a naked eye. Multispectral imaging is a
modern spectral sensing technique which captures images using
several well defined optical bands in the broad spectral range. It
was initially used in satellite and airborne platforms for remote
sensing applications but during the recent years, it has found its
applications in different industries as well such as food quality
and safety inspection, medical diagnosis and image guided
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resolution of a multispectral imager determines the number of
wavelengths which can be observed. Automatic ink analysis is
essentially helpful for forensic experts as it supports efficient and
effective analysis of questioned documents. Over the past few
years, a number of methods for automatic ink mismatch
detection have been proposed. Khan et al. [9] were able to
distinguish two inks mixed in an equal amount in a multispectral
document using supervised clustering. Luo et al. [10] leveraged
the minute differences between quality of inks in original and
fake document images using localized multispectral image
analysis.

data of historic texts and manuscripts allows for identification of
inks and pigments for dating of manuscripts [25] and recovery
of erased and overwritten scripts [26].

In this paper, we propose an efficient automatic ink
mismatch detection technique using multispectral image
analysis. Ink pixels are segmented out using local thresholding
and Fuzzy C-Means Clustering (FCM) is used to divide the
spectral response vectors of ink pixels into different clusters
which relates to different inks used in the document.
Experiments are carried out on ink combinations with different
mixing ratios and encouraging results are obtained. The
proposed method gives a better discrimination between inks in
questioned documents as compared to the former methods.
Moreover, the effectiveness of feature selection in clustering of
ink pixels is also discussed. The rest of this paper is organized
as follows: Section II explains the use of multispectral imaging
for automated forgery detection in document images, the
proposed method is explained in detail in Section III, the
experimental results are presented in Section IV and Section V
concludes the paper.

Fig. 1. A multispectral image represented as an image stack, spectral response
at the spatial location (x,y), an RGB image and a grayscale image rendered
from the image stack.

II. MULTISPECTRAL IMAGING FOR FORGERY DETECTION

Over the past few years, various methods based on
multispectral image analysis have been proposed for automated
forgery detection in documents [27-29]. The use of multispectral
image analysis have had a significant impact on forgery
detection as compared to the traditional techniques. A
multispectral imaging system proposed by Brauns et al. [30]
detects forgery in a non-destructive manner in potentially fake
documents using an interferometer which uses different moving
parts for frequency tuning and subsequently moderates or slows
down the acquisition procedure. This work verifies the concept
to distinguish between writing inks. Subjective outcomes on a
very small database demonstrated that the spectra of ink can be
isolated into various classes in an unsupervised way. An
advanced and more complex multispectral imaging framework
for examination of ancient documents was created at the
National Archives of Netherlands [31] which provided high
spatial as well as high spectral resolution over a broad spectral
range (near UV to near IR). The system was very robust and
effective but its acquisition time is very long [32]. Texture [33]
and ink-deposition traces [34] have also been employed for
writing analysis in document images. Different inks were
successfully classified after obliteration of the text in a
document [28].

Multispectral
cameras
can
capture
reflectance,
luminescence, photoluminescence and transmission in various
parts of the electromagnetic spectrum such as ultraviolet, visible,
infrared and thermal range. A multispectral image is an image
stack with each image captured at a narrow spectral band and
thus it contains spatial as well as spectral information as shown
in Figure 1 using pseudo-colors. The spatial information relates
to the geometric relationship of the image pixels to each other
while the spectral information relates to the variations within
image pixels as a function of wavelength. A multispectral image
has two spatial dimensions (Sx and Sy) and one spectral
dimension (Sλ). The spectral response at the spatial location
(x,y), an RGB image and a grayscale image rendered from the
image stack are also shown in Figure 1. Spectral response of a
single pixel in a multispectral image provides information about
its constituents and surface of the material. Multispectral
imaging was initially developed for remote sensing purposes but
it has found numerous applications in ground based imaging in
the recent years, including agricultural and water resources
control [11-12], military defense, art conservation and
archeology [13-14], medical diagnosis [15-16], analyses of
crime scene details [17-18], document imaging [19], forensic
medicine [20], food quality control [21-22] and mineralogical
mapping of earth surface [23]. The broad spectral information
provided by multispectral images combined with signal
processing allows for identification of the underlying material in
images. Materials which are clearly visible in a specific band and
obscured in the other bands are reflective within the same band
and thus easily detectable by the multispectral imaging
system [24]. Selection of appropriate bands in the multispectral

Hedjam et al. [35] used multispectral image analaysis for
restoration of historical documents, and focused on the practical
situations where the ink is undetectable by human eyes and
proposed an advanced technique [36]. Hollaus et al. [37] utilized
spectral as well as spatial data in their strategy for enhancing
degraded images. Silva et al. [38] concentrated on inks of
various ages and devised a chemometric based strategy for
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forgery identification using multispectral image analysis.
Morales et al. [39] developed an embedded system for ink
examination using least square Support Vector Machine
classifier and multispectral image analysis. A multispectral
document analysis system is presented by Khan et al. [9] for
detection of different inks in a forged document. By gathering
the spectral responses of inks under examination in 33 spectral
bands, the technique can recognize the different inks used in a
handwritten document. This technique can be holistically
applied to handwritten notes and assumes that a similar measure
of content has been composed with each of the two inks to be
differentiated. However, practical scenarios where documents
are forged by modifying a small part of the document may not
be handled with that method proposed due to the assumption of
presence of two different inks in a document in equal amount.
Luo et al. [10] combined detection and unsupervised learning
and leveraged the minute differences between quality of inks in
original and fake document images using localized multispectral
image analysis. Abbas et al. [40] proposed hyperspectral
unmixing for discrimination between inks from different pens in
a document. Iqbal et al. [28] used hyperspectral unmixing for
automatic signature extraction from hyperspectral document
images.

Fig. 2. A single band of a multispectral image with five textlines of the English
phrase written with five different pens.

III. PROPOSED DOCUMENT FORGERY DETECTION TECHNIQUE
In this section, the proposed FCM based forgery detection
technique is presented. Technical specifications of the dataset
and the pre-processing steps performed on the dataset are
explained in detail followed by multispectral mixing of ink
samples for experiments and the use of FCM in the proposed
technique.

Fig. 3. A multispectral image stack written with five different blue inks and the
corresponding RGB image.

A. Database
The publicly available UWA Writing Inks Database [9] has
been used in this work. The database contains 14 multispectral
images of size 752x480 pixels, each with 33 bands in the visible
range (400~720nm at steps of 10 nm). A single document,
shown in Figure 2, consists of five lines of the English language
phrase “The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog” written
with five different pens with either blue or black ink by seven
different authors. Each pen came from a different brand to
ensure subtle variations within their inks even if they have the
same color. These subtle variations allow us to make use of the
multispectral property of these inks, because despite of their
similar appearance to naked eye, they have their own unique
spectral signatures. Extra precautions were taken to avoid
chemical transformation of the inks, due to prolonged exposure
in open atmosphere, which may affect the original spectral
responses of the inks. All samples were written by the authors
in a single session to avoid the effect of ink aging. A
multispectral image written with five different blue inks is
shown in Figure 3 along with the corresponding RGB image.
Figure 4 shows the discrimination of inks offered by
multispectral imaging. A selected number of bands at specific
wavelengths for two different blue inks (for the word ‘fox’) are
shown. Only the pixels belonging to the writing pixels are
shown and the pixels of the background are masked out.

Fig. 4. Ink pixels in the selected bands at specific wavelengths for two different
blue inks showing the ink discrimination offered by multispectral imaging.

B. Pre-processing
The aim of pre-processing is to make the multispectral
images ready for further experimentation. The handwritten text
lines need to be segmented from each band in the image using
image thresholding to get rid of the blank paper area. The
document images in the dataset [9] contain non-uniform
illumination over the image because they have been captured
using a camera. Global thresholding techniques such as Otsu
binarization [41] are unable to give satisfactory results while the
local thresholding techniques such as Sauvola [42] effectively
segment the text in images with non-uniform illumination. In
the proposed technique, we compute an M×N binary mask
using Sauvola’s local thresholding method which represents the
ink pixels in the corresponding multispectral image. After
segmentation, five multispectral data cubes, one for each textline of the English phrase are obtained from a single
multispectral data cube along with their binary masks as shown
in Figure 5. Finally, we are left with 70 multispectral images,
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each with a single text-line “A quick brown fox jumps over the
lazy dog” written by a single type of pen.

spectral signatures. For this purpose, we merge image portions
in different ratios from two different ink samples with the same
color and written by the same author to produce different mixed
ink combinations for experimental analysis as illustrated in
Figure 6(a). The mixed combinations of ink samples are
summarized in Table I. The combinations are made with mixing
ratios 1:1, 1:3 and 1:7 to analyze the performance of the
algorithm for different scenarios. Combinations of two inks with
different mixing ratios are shown in Figure 6(b-d). Different inks
are colored differently for the sake of visualization.
TABLE I.
COMBINATIONS OF TWO DIFFERENT INKS WITH SAME COLOR
AND SAME WRITER.
Combination

Ink Type 1

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

1

2

3
4

Ink Type 2
2
3
4
5
3
4
5
4
5
5

D. Fuzzy Clustering
Clustering is an unsupervised learning technique which
groups data on the basis of some similarity metrics such as
distance, intensity, and connectivity. Fuzzy clustering
techniques such as Fuzzy C-means Clustering (FCM) can retain
more information from data as compared to hard clustering
techniques such as K-Means clustering [43].

Fig. 5. (a) A multispectral data cube consisting of 33 spectral bands
(b) 5 binary masks corresponding to 5 Text Lines (c) 5 Multispectral data cubes
of 33 spectral bands each, corresponding to 5 Text Lines in (a)

A multispectral document image   א ܫԹெൈேൈ is taken as the
input where M and N represent the spatial resolution and B is the
number of spectral bands in the image. Each Spectral Response
Vector (SRV)   א ݒԹ is divided with its 2-norm to minimize
the effects of varying illumination across the image.
ݒ
ݒ
ෞ ൌ
ԡݒ ԡ
The matrix of k SRVs of the ink pixels in the document
image I as the data matrix for clustering,
ܸ ൌ ሼݒଵ ǡ ݒଶ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݒ ሽ   אԹൈ
We use FCM to divide the ink pixels into ݊  אሾͳǡ ݇ሿ number
of clusters, which is equal to the number of distinct inks, used in
the document. Being a soft clustering technique, FCM starts with
randomly assigning weights to each pixel. The weights indicate
the extent to which the pixel belongs to each cluster. FCM
iteratively computes the new centroids of each cluster and
updates the cluster weights of pixels using the new centroids till
the algorithm converges. The centroid ܿ is the weighted mean
of members of the nth cluster. FCM minimizes the following
objective function to converge:

Fig. 6. (a) Multispectral mixing process, (b-d) Combinations of two distinct
ink samples with the same color and written by the same author with mixing
ratios (b) 1:1, (c) 1:3 and (d) 1:7.

ܽ ݃ݎ


C. Multispectral Mixing
We need to distinguish between visually similar inks from
different pens in the same document based on their unique


ୀଵ




ୀଵ

ݓǡ ฮݒෝప െ ܿ ฮ

ଶ

where ݓǡ represents the weight of jth cluster for ith pixel.
Presence of different inks in a document indicates a forgery. In
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an unforged document containing a single ink, mixed clusters
would be formed which will not provide any precise
segmentation. In practical scenarios, the number of inks used in
a questioned document is not known. The proposed algorithm
can be applied several times with different number of clusters n
depending on the nature of document. The output with the best
segmentation would indicate the correct assumption of the
number of inks in the document.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
Fig. 7. Segmentation accuracy achieved by FCM on (a) black ink
combinations and (b) blue ink combinations with different mixing ratios.

We perform experimental analysis on document images with
different ratios of two visually similar but spectrally distinct
inks. We evaluate the proposed technique in terms of accuracy,
which is defined as the number of correctly labeled pixels of an
ink divided by the number of pixels labeled with that ink in either
predicted labeling or ground truth labeling [45].
   ൌ 


    

The results of experiments on black and blue ink
combinations are shown in Figure 7(a) and Figure 7(b)
respectively. Most accurate results for black inks were obtained
for combinations A, B, C, D and I whereas most accurate results
for blue inks were obtained for combinations A, C, G, I and J. It
can be seen that accuracy decreases with an increase in the
portion of one ink over the other in the ink combination. Thus,
some noise removal techniques need to be applied to images
with a higher ratio of one ink over the second ink.

Fig. 8. Segmentation accuracy achieved by FCM and Feature Selection on
the (a) black ink combinations and (b) blue ink combinations with different
mixing ratios.

V. CONCLUSION
Multispectral imaging is an effective tool for non-destructive
and non-contact examination of forensic traces. Ink mismatch
detection is a key step in forgery detection. The spectral
information in multispectral documents images is useful for
distinguishing between visually similar inks. We used Fuzzy CMeans Clustering (FCM) for dividing the spectral response
vectors of ink pixels into different clusters for ink mismatch
detection. Experiments were carried out on ink combinations
with different mixing ratios, i.e. 1:1, 1:3 and 1:7. The proposed
method gives a better discrimination between inks in questioned
documents as compared to the former methods. We also found
the effectiveness of feature selection in clustering of ink pixels.
We expect that these findings will further encourage the use of
multispectral image analysis along with state-of-the-art
clustering and classification methods in document analysis,
particularly for automated questioned document examination.

Promising clustering results for some ink combinations such
as black ink combinations F, G and H and blue ink combinations
E and H could not be obtained. Therefore, we need to select
bands with the highest information content to improve our
results. The high visible band gives the best discrimination
followed by the mid and low visible band [9]. Feature selection
effectively selects the best subset of feature to optimize the
classification [28]. Stable and consistent bands with the highest
discriminatory information are selected and used for
classification on the ink combinations shown in Table I. Figure
8(a) and Figure 8(b) show the remarkable improvement in the
accuracy after employing feature selection. An overall accuracy
of 68% was obtained using FCM which is better than the former
methods proposed in [9] and [10] on the same dataset. After
employing feature selection in the proposed technique, an
overall accuracy of 76% was reported which proves the efficacy
of the proposed technique for ink mismatch detection. Blue inks
reported better results as compared to black inks because the
spectral responses of blue inks are easily separable in the dataset.
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